Temporal contrast sensitivity in human infants.
Temporal contrast sensitivity was measured in 1.5- and 3-month-old infants using the FPL procedure. Stimuli were 0.1 c/deg counterphase-flickering sinewave gratings. Temporal rates ranged from 1 to 20 Hz. Because the spatial sinewave underwent phase shifts of 180 degrees, the target could not be seen unless the observer was able to resolve it temporally. Adults were tested with the same temporal stimuli using a 2-alternative forced-choice procedure and a spatial frequency of 0.5 c/deg. Adult temporal CSFs were bandpass with peak sensitivity at 10 Hz. Infant temporal CSFs were lowpass at 1.5 months and bandpass at 3 months. The infants' contrast sensitivity was over a log-unit lower than adults'. Unlike spatial CSFs, infant sensitivity was closest to adult sensitivity at the highest flicker rate.